New York Post Easy Sudoku: The Official Utterly Addictive Number-Placing Puzzle (New York Post Su Doku)
Synopsis

200 New Puzzles -- From Easy to Just About Difficult

Su Doku, "the crossword without words," comes with a warning: it is seriously addictive. You don’t need to be a mathematical genius to solve these puzzles; it is simply a question of logic and a little patience.
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Customer Reviews

I have become a Sudoku addict since I discovered it a couple of years ago. This little book is perfect in several ways. The puzzles are easy to read, and the paper is very user friendly for the actual process. The puzzles are just about the right level for me; I am not always interested in progressing to the next level, and I have several other books that I use when I do. I would really appreciate it if this publisher would publish more of this type & level of puzzle book for folks who enjoy and order this one. I am willing to spend a higher price in order to play this type of puzzle book rather than the $1 ones you can buy on the newsstands.

Oh, boy! I really like this Sudoku book. It lives up to its title. It is fun and easy to work. The book is brand-spanking new. It is small enough to carry in a purse or backpack. I am old and I love big easy-to-read puzzles. I discovered early on that instead of waiting for something, I can work a Sudoku puzzle and my irritation just evaporates. Caveat: We are all different and what I like, you may not so don't yell at me, :) You might think the puzzles are hard but I do not. Try a Sudoku, you might like it. In every book there are instructions how to solve Sudoku.
Highly recommended for someone just getting started with Su Doku or for someone who wants to sit down, relax, and knock out a few fairly easy puzzles. The book format of one puzzle per page provides plenty of room for candidate number markings in the individual squares. The paper is also of good quality and allows for several erasures and "do overs", if necessary ... a critical feature for me, at my current Su Doku level of expertise. The puzzles do become a little more difficult as you progress through the book ... but you'll be getting better and better, as you go. Good challenge.

Downloaded a free Sudoku app on my phone last year due to my curiosity at constantly hearing about its addictiveness, but then soon forgot I even had it... that is until early last week as I was ridding my phone of junk apps. Went through the tutorial and learned how easy the object of the game really was. Completed the first puzzle and that was it; I was hooked. Saw this one, read the few reviews there were and ordered it anyway. Plus, it said "EASY" on the cover. The rest is history. I like how the book actually has a nice little range from easy to more difficult puzzles. I'm no Sudoku whiz who can get through a "furious" (or other intimidating adjective) level in five and a half seconds, so this book is perfect for me since I'm still a noob. Like another said, the puzzles are a nice size and the paper type supports erasing and re-erasing pretty okay.I recall when I first heard about Sudoku, circa 2005 - didn't know what it was and I really didn't care since I was all about word puzzles back then. Now look at me, all Sudoku-crazed. I even bought some other Sudoku-style books to tackle after I finish this one. Why wasn't I curious enough to check it out, years earlier?! Kick myself in the shins, why don't I.I like the size of this book - not big and not too small, yet compact enough to slip into my purse to take with me anywhere!

This is the second time I've ordered this book. (It's not like I'm gonna remember the answers.) The puzzles are easy, but not TOO easy. I have to think, but not TOO hard. (I have to think hard enough in real life to want to do so in my escapism.) The paper is easy to write on (and to erase). I have not found another easy-to-medium soduko book as satisfying as this one.

This is a great book for beginning Sudoku fans. It's small, can fit in a purse and or is easy just to hold in your hand when working on it. What I like best is the paper quality. It's nice and smooth, heavier than some newsprint paper ones. That means it erases more easily, and I do a lot of erasing, being a beginner. There are 200 puzzles, with their solutions in the back. All the puzzles are called easy (not necessarily easy for beginners though). I like this because many books give
you easy, medium and hard, and at this point I am not ready for more challenging ones. This would be a good size to take on a plane or bus, or to work on in bed. Just love it, I hope there are more.

Some of these are fairly difficult, at least that is how they seem to me. But I can solve most of them on the first try.

I enjoy the sudoku puzzles and like the New York Post book. Even though I bought the 'EASY' book, it is still challenging enough for me and keeps me on my toes! It starts off with very easy and gradually goes to easy....Sometimes the puzzles stump me and I need to take a break, but after a bit can figure them out. If you are a beginner you will enjoy this book!
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